Satin Oil
Oxidative hardening maintenance Oil

MADE IN SWEDEN

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND
SAFETY DATA SHEET BEFORE USING.

Satin Oil

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Arboritec™ Satin Oil is oxidative hardening indoor maintenance oil for periodic maintenance and heavy cleaning of all Arboritec oiled wood and parquet floors. Arboritec Satin
Oil maintenance can be used over 1-component natural Millic Oil, as a protective coating
when the Millic Oil is first applied. This will increase the resistance of MillicOil to dirt and
water over the initial period of use. Satin Oil conserves, cleans and improves floors treated
with one-component natural oil, hardwax oil and two-component oil systems. An oiled
surface requires a maintenance treatment with Satin Oil when it has got a grey or dirty look
which no longer can be refreshed by regular cleaning. Satin Oil dries fast and has exceptionally good coverage. The solvents used in Satin Oil require no warning labels.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Before using maintenance oil the surface has to be cleared of all loose particles which could otherwise damage the floor. Protect the floor from direct sunlight and
keep off all underfloor heating from day before application till 24 hours after application. The temperature of the floor, oil and air must be between 13°C (55°F)
and 25°C (77°F). Relative humidity of the room should be between 40% and 60%. Higher humidity of room extends drying time of finish thus waiting time between
layers. At high temperatures and low relative humidity add 2% Arboritec “Extender”. Shake the container before use for 30-60 seconds. Do not dilute the oil. For
application of Arboritec Satin Oil maintenance we recommend high quality red and white pads.

APPLICATION

Maintenance procedure for slightly soiled floors: Apply Arboritec Satin Oil maintenance oil sparingly on the surface and work it into the wood with a cotton
cloth or a buffer with a white pad. Continue buffing until the floor appears to be saturated and no more drops or smears are visible. Work systematically on an
area of 10-15 m2 at a time, and ensure the overlaps are buffed carefully. Replace dirty cloths or pads as required. Allow a minimum of 3 hours drying time before
use, preferably leave overnight. Do not use the floor during this period.
Maintenance procedure for heavily soiled floors: Apply Arboritec Satin Oil maintenance oil generously and work it into the wood with a red pad. If the red
pad does not give the desired effect, gradually increase the abrasion level of the pads. Clean off the dirty oil completely. When the floor appears to be clean and
saturated, apply a new thin layer of Arboritec Satin Oil maintenance, and buff with a white pad until no more drops or smears appear. Allow a minimum of 8 hours
drying time before use, preferably leave overnight. Do not use the floor during this period.
NOTE! Oil saturated cloths and pads can self-ignite. Store used materials in water or in closed containers.
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SHAKE VIGOROUSLY

Urethane modified pinewood oil, solvent Paraffin.
For maintenance and heavy cleaning of all oiled surfaces
The gloss level can be adjusted by buffing.
616 g /l (EU limit value for this product (cat. A/f): 700 g/l (2010) 2004/42/CE)
38%
Very light, non-offending
Non-hazardous / Not classified
1 litre for 40-80 m2 , depending on wood species and wood condition.
Exceptional
Wet: milky white, clear when dry
20°C/ 68°F (RH 50%) 3 - 8 hours after buffing.
5-liter metal can. Pallet: 600l or 120 cans. 1-liter metal can. Pallet: 600l
Best before 2 years after production at max 40°C in unopened can.
Once the can is opened the content might start hardening. Store upside down.
Not sensitive to frost.
See expiration date on canister.
Resistant to grease, water and ordinary household cleaners and detergents.
Thoroughly clean all application tools with water, right after using.
Store used materials in water or in closed containers. The trowel and other tools can be cleaned with
white spirit before the oil hashardened.
Dispose it in accordance to local regulations.
Dry cleaning is recommended on all oiled surfaces. If necessary clean with Arboritec Cleaner.
Do not leave water on the floor. If the floor is heavily worn, maintain with Arboritec Satin Maintenance Oil.
If this does not give the desired result, sand lightly with a sanding screen grit 120 and apply a fresh layer of
Arboritec Hard Wax Oil.

Safety data sheet is available for download at www.arboritec.com
For technical advice: Contact your distributor or
- Arboritec AB technical service at +46 303 56330
- Arboritec USA Inc. technical service at +1 303 773 7143

Arboritec AB

Olof Wiksväg 9
44465 Jörlanda, Sweden
+46 303 56330

Arboritec USA Inc.

8400 E. Crescent Parkway, Suite 600
Greenwood Village, CO 80111, USA
+1 303 773 7143

Issued by Arboritec AB - Olof Wiksväg 9, 44465 Jörlanda, Sweden

There are no express or implied warranties, including warranties of merchantability and/or fitness for a particular purpose. Buyersʼ remedies are limited to replacement or refund of the purchase price. Manufacturer assumes no liability
for injuries, incidental or consequential damages. User shall determine suitability of product for intended use.
The information and recommendations in this data sheet are guidelines for application and are not to be construed as a guarantee. In all cases it is the responsibility of the user to determine if the product is suitable for the purpose,
and complete a successful application. Arboritec can only guarantee the delivered product. If the user is in doubt we would recommend a preliminary onsite test. Please ensure you have read and understood all information on the
labels and in the safety data sheets before using this product.
This data sheet replaces all previous versions.
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